
What all the COOL people are doing…

Bold & italics

Easily got tired by the same old default font that you are using
every day? Use Bold & italics to fancy your chatting right now!

BEIJING, BEIJING, CHINA, June 7, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Easily got tired by the same old default font that you are using
every day? Try out our new Font feature which allows you to fresh
your input by choosing from a variety of fonts that we provide from
our database. Use them to fancy your chatting right now!
Everybody wants to be different and Typany definitely can reflect
the best aspect of you.

Wanna stand out from all of your friends on social media and
show ‘em some uniqueness in yourself? This is your time to shine.
Into poet writing? Yes, you’re the young, talented troubadour that
everyone wishes to be. Not just that, the unique fonts sure will
pimp your Facebook comments and make your INS bio special
enough, too!

Stylish is not the only thing that matters. Does it often occur to you
that sometimes it’s quite normal to miss out certain important
information in a paragraph? Or you wish that other people could
immediately notice the essential meaning you are hoping to
convey when you send them a message? No worries! With just a
single click, you’re able to enhance your message with Bold, or
italics font. Easy enough, right? Effect guaranteed!

The key to me is being
different not for the sake of
being different, but being the
most authentic version of
what you do. And definitely, it
takes a willingness to be
different…”

Sam Hunt

As Sam Hunt, one of the most popular country music singers
in the US once mentioned, ‘The key to me is being different
not for the sake of being different, but being the most
authentic version of what you do. And definitely, it takes a
willingness to be different, because there was resistance for
me early on, and I feel like that’s usually the case when
there’s a certain paradigm or trend happening, and you step
outside of that’. We all need to be true to ourselves and that’s
exactly the meaning of our lives.  Surprise your friends with a
message written in cool font developed by Typany Keyboard
today!

ABOUT TYPANY
Typany Keyboard App is powered by Sogou, well known in China for its language input method,
universally employed by Chinese users. Sogou has been developing smartphone software since
2006. Its Keyboard App, Typany Keyboard, has harnessed AI technology to provide a performance
edge and improved customer experience. Typany’s mission is to team with users to bring the
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smartest, most diverse, time-saving solution to billions more
people worldwide.
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Typany Keyboard
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